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Humanoid and Human Inertia Parameter Identification Using Hierarchical Optimization

Jovana Jovic, Adrien Escande, Ko Ayusawa, Eiichi Yoshida, Abderrahmane Kheddar, and Gentiane Venture

Abstract—We propose a method for estimation of humanoid and human links’ inertial parameters. Our approach formulates the problem as a hierarchical quadratic program by exploiting the linear properties of rigid body dynamics with respect to the inertia parameters. In order to assess our algorithm, we conducted experiments with a humanoid robot and a human subject. We compared ground reaction forces and moments estimated from force measurements with those computed using identified inertia parameters and movement information. Our method is able to accurately reconstruct ground reaction forces and force moments. Moreover, our method is able to estimate correctly masses of the robots links and to accurately detect additional masses placed on the human subject during the experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, we have witnessed considerable success with model-based preview controllers coupled with whole-body dynamic model-based controllers in achieving whole-body complex behaviors that are formulated as optimization problems in the task space (see, e.g., [11]). Being model based, the performance of such controllers depends on the relative exactness of the dynamic model, which relies in part on the body segment inertial parameters (BSIPs). Standard BSIPs of interest are mass, center of mass (CoM), location, and moment of inertia of body segments. Usually, BSIPs of a humanoid robot are provided by the manufacturer and computed using CAD software. However, those values might be inaccurate due to several reasons. Indeed, gear ratio and motor inertia can offset the ground values of the inertia parameters [2]. CAD data might include neither mass parameters of wiring and possibly light segment electronics [3] nor items that are results of hardware evolution. For example, we changed several implements in our humanoid robot, since it has been acquired: embedded PC, cameras, feet soles, and grippers have been replaced. As a consequence of changes we made during the past few years, the weight of our current humanoid robot has increased by about 5 kg, and precise distribution of mass among segment links cannot be precisely known. Finally, many laboratories have their own prototype of humanoid robot and often may not have any reliable CAD data.

In many ergonomical, biomechanical, and biomedical applications, the dynamic analysis of human subjects movement is demanded, which requires accurate estimation of standard set of BSIPs. Their misinterpretation can lead to significant variation in estimated joint kinematics [4]. In the field of biomechanics, Vaughan, Hay, and Andrews developed a method based on the optimization technique to identify inertia parameters of a human [5]. Identification of the inertia parameters consists in obtaining the dynamic model of a robot or a human that is linear with respect to the inertia parameters to be identified. Similar methods based on the optimization technique have been developed in robotics to identify BSIPs of robots with a simpler kinematic structure, such as manipulator and industrial robots [6]–[14]. Inspired by those studies, Venture et al. developed a method for identification of humanoid and human base and standard BSIPs [15]–[21]. However, we found that in some cases, the BSIPs obtained using previously cited methods could have physically inconsistent values; for example, estimated segment masses could have negative values or an inertia matrix might not be positively definite.

To overcome this drawback, we present a new formulation for the identification of BSIPs of humanoid robots and human subjects. Similarly to the work done in the field [20], [21], our method uses kinematic and ground reaction force (GRF) data obtained during the experiment to estimate BSIPs. The novelty of our method lies in using the hierarchical quadratic programming (HQP) [22] optimization technique to enforce physical consistency in the identification problem formulation. Given several groups of equality and inequality constraints and a prior order among those groups, the HQP solver finds a solution that satisfies at best in the least-squares sense the first set of constraints, the second set without worsening the satisfaction of the first set, the third set without worsening the satisfaction of the first two sets, etc. This is done by using a matrix inversion scheme based on a tailored matrix decomposition and adapting the active set approach found in quadratic programming to the hierarchical case.

The remainder of this paper has been organized as follows. Section II gives the overview of the methods developed for BSIP estimation for both humanoid robots and human subjects. Section III explains our BSIP identification problem formulation. Experiments with the HRP-2 humanoid robot and a human subject are described in Sections IV and V, respectively. Experimental data processing and analysis are detailed in Section VI. Results of BSIP identification of a humanoid robot are presented in Section VII, and those of a human in Section VIII, followed by concluding remarks and perspectives for future work.
II. RELATED WORK

Several approaches have been proposed in the literature to identify the BSIPs of industrial and manipulator robots. Those methods use a dynamic model of a robot that is linear with respect to the parameters to be identified, and they solve the system using linear regression techniques such as least-squares optimization techniques [6]–[11]. In order to find physically feasible solutions, some of the methods for the BSIP identification of robots with a simple kinematic structure add numerical constraints to the optimization problem in order to force solutions to have meaningful identified BSIPs; in other words, inertia matrices of robot segments to be positive definite, masses of segments to have positive values, and, in some cases, CoM of robot segments to be inside segments volume [2], [12]. In [13]–[18], a knowledge of BSIP values in the form of CAD data is used to force the physical consistency of the optimization solution.

The early work in the field of human BSIP calculation was done by Dempster [25]. Dempster and his colleagues collected measurements from a few male Caucasian cadavers to create anthropometric databases that enable the segment mass to be computed from the total body mass and CoM and moment of inertia to be computed from segment length [25]–[28]. However, fluid and tissue loss in segmentation and different properties of living and deceased tissue can affect the accuracy of the estimated BSIP information, as shown in [29]. Zatsiorsky and Seluyanov determined the BSIPs from young Caucasian male and female subjects by using gamma-ray scanning technology [30]–[32]. Similar work has been performed using different medical imaging technologies, such as computed tomography [33], [34], imaging magnetic resonance [35]–[37], or X-ray technology [38]. A few authors published studies, which provide scaling equations for calculation of 3-D CoM location and 3-D moment of inertia of human body segments, based on data collected on adult living Caucasian male and female subjects [39]–[43]. Recently, the Digital Human Technology Consortium published online source of a few anthropometric databases, which provide the scaling equations for Asian population [44]. Extrapolating those data to different populations or different age subjects is restrictive due to their different body morphologies or age-related changes in anthropometry [45]. Furthermore, dynamic analysis of specific category of subjects, such as athletes or subjects with muscle atrophy due to complete spinal cord injury, requires accounting for changes in body mass distribution, which cannot be achieved using described techniques.

Subject-specific measurement of BSIPs on living humans is possible using medical imaging technologies [30]–[38]. However, those techniques are not widely used due to cost of the method, labor time during data processing, limited accessibility, and exposure of subjects to radiation in the case of imaging techniques based on emission of gamma and X rays.

Vaughan, Hay, and Andrews proposed a method for human BSIP identification [5]. However, the study was designed for 2-D motions in sagittal plane only. Consequently, the estimated inertia parameters are mass of segment, 2-D CoM position, and component of moment of inertia in the direction of the main axis of the segment. In addition, the formulated optimization problem was nonlinear, which results in longer computation time. Moreover, the solutions could be in local minima of the optimization function, and therefore, the results might be physically unfeasible. Recently, Venture, Ayusawa, and Nakamura proposed methods for humanoid and human base inertia parameter identification [15], [16]. The base BSIP set of human and humanoid structures is defined as a minimum set of inertia parameters that can determine the dynamic model uniquely, and they represent linear combinations of standard BSIPs [18], [19]. Contrary to the standard set of BSIPs, base BSIPs do not have a physiological meaning, and they are complicated to interpret. The method proposed in [15] and [16] has been extended to calculate standard BSIPs of humanoid robots [3], [21] and human subjects [20]. Techniques used in those studies are based on the least-squares optimization approach [3], [21]. In [20], the standard set of BSIPs was computed from the set of base BSIPs using the null space properties of a regressor matrix. The vector projected in the null space of the regressor matrix was chosen to be a set of standard parameters obtained using scaling equations from anthropometric databases. However, in some cases, solutions found with the described methods might have infeasible physical meaning.

III. METHOD

A. Identification of Human Body Inertia Parameters

Throughout this paper, we use the following conventions: Scalars are given in lowercase letters, matrices are given in capital letters, and vectors are given in lowercase bold letters. Notations and terms definitions are taken from [15] and [22].

The equations of dynamics of bipedal multibody systems, which are composed of $p$ rigid body segments, can be expressed as [7]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
H_{11} & H_{12} \\
H_{21} & H_{22}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\ddot{q}_1 \\
\ddot{q}_2
\end{bmatrix}
+ \begin{bmatrix}
\dot{b}_1 \\
\dot{b}_2
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
\tau
\end{bmatrix}
+ \sum_{k=1}^{N_c} \begin{bmatrix}
J_{1k}^T \\
J_{2k}^T
\end{bmatrix} f_k. \tag{1}
\]

As defined in [11], the upper part of the equation represents motion of the base link, and the lower part describes the motion of $p$ body segments. Accordingly:

1) $\mathbf{q}_1$ represents the position and orientation of base link, and $\mathbf{q}_2$ is the vector of joint angles of the body segments.
2) $H_{1j}$ and $H_{2j}$ ($j = 1, 2$) are the inertia matrices of the base link and body segments, respectively.
3) vectors $\mathbf{b}_1$ and $\mathbf{b}_2$ are the bias force vectors, including centrifugal, Coriolis, and gravity forces of the base link and body segments, respectively.
4) $\mathbf{\tau}$ is the vector of joint torques of the body segments.
5) $f_k$ is the vector of the external forces at contact $k$. $N_c$ is the number of contact points with the environment.
6) $J_{1k}$ and $J_{2k}$ are Jacobian matrices at contact $k$ that map external forces to the joint space of the base link and body segments, respectively.
Equation (1) can be expressed in the linear form with respect to the set of BSIPs [11]:

$$
Y_1 \phi = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ \vdots \\ J^{T}_{1k} \end{bmatrix} f_k
$$

(2)

where $Y = [Y_1^{T} \ Y_2^{T}]^{T}$ is the regressor matrix, which is a function of $q_1$ and $q_2$ and their derivatives; and $\phi = [\phi_0^{T} \ \phi_1^{T} \ \ldots \ \phi_{p}^{T}]^{T}$ is a vector of BSIPs to be estimated.

For each body segment $i$, vector $\phi_i$ is composed of ten parameters:

1) the mass of the $i$th segment $m_i$;
2) the first moment of inertia $[p_{x_i} \ p_{y_i} \ p_{z_i}]^{T} = m_i \text{com}_i$ of the segment $i$ expressed in the joint frame. Knowing the first moment of inertia of the segment $i$, its 3-D CoM position could be calculated;
3) the components $[i_{ixx} \ i_{iyy} \ i_{izz} \ i_{ixy} \ i_{iyz} \ i_{icz}]^{T}$ of the inertia matrix $I_i$ expressed in the joint frame, i.e., $\phi_i = [m_i \ p_{x_i} \ p_{y_i} \ p_{z_i} \ i_{ixx} \ i_{iyy} \ i_{izz} \ i_{ixy} \ i_{iyz} \ i_{icz}]^{T}$.

From (2), the following equation of the motion of the base link can be written:

$$
Y_1 \phi = \sum_{k=1}^{N_c} J_{1k}^{T} f_k.
$$

(3)

Taking this equation at sample times $t_1, \ldots, t_n$ along a motion data of a humanoid robot or a human subject, we obtain the following equation:

$$
\begin{bmatrix} Y_1(t_1) \\ \vdots \\ Y_1(t_n) \end{bmatrix} \phi = \sum_{k=1}^{N_c} J_{1k}^{T} \begin{bmatrix} f_k(t_1) \\ \vdots \\ f_k(t_n) \end{bmatrix}
$$

(4)

which we write $Y \phi = f$ for the sake of clarity. Its minimum-norm least-squares solution can be computed, as in [3] and [21], by

$$
\phi = Y^{+} f
$$

(5)

where $Y^{+}$ is the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse of matrix $Y$.

Using a lexicographic notation (see [22]), the above solution can be written as the solution of a two-level optimization problem, i.e.,

$$
(Y \phi = f) \succ (\phi = 0).
$$

(6)

Equation (6) means that $Y \phi = f$ is solved first in the least-squares sense, i.e., $\| Y \phi - f \|^2$ is minimized. Then, among all possible solutions, the one that minimizes $\| \phi \|^2$ is chosen, solving at best $\phi = 0$.

We found that due to the measurement noise and modeling errors, the solution given by (6) might not be consistent, e.g., the estimated masses of the segments can be negative, or inertial matrix may not be positive definite. Therefore, constraints are added to (5) to enforce the physical consistency of the BSIPs. We do so by formulating a four-level optimization problem that we solve with an HQP solver:

$$
(I_1 \leq A_1 \phi \leq u_1) \succ (I_2 \leq A_2 \phi \leq u_2)
$$

$$
\succ (Y \phi = f) \succ (\phi = \phi^{\text{ref}}).
$$

(7)

The choice of the first-level and the second-level inequality constraints is discussed below. The vector $\phi^{\text{ref}}$ contains BSIP parameters that are either those found in Dumas anthropometric databases [39], [40] when the experiment concerns human estimation, or those obtained using CAD software in the case of estimating humanoid robot BSIPs.

The first level of inequality constraints enforces physical feasibility or coherency of the estimation results. Specifically, we chose the following.

1) The mass $m_i$ of each body segment $i$ must be nonnegative, and the sum of all body segments masses should be equal to the total mass of the body, i.e.,

$$
0 \leq m_i
$$

(8)

$$
p \sum_{i=1}^{p} m_i = m.
$$

(9)

2) The CoM position should be inside a given convex hull of the segment volume. Since it is difficult to determine the precise geometry of human segments, and to keep linear constraints, we use a segment-axis aligned bounding box (SABB) to oversimplify both human and humanoid segment link convex hulls, i.e.,

$$
\text{com}_{xi} \leq \text{com}_{xi} \leq \text{com}_{xi}^{+}
$$

$$
\text{com}_{yi} \leq \text{com}_{yi} \leq \text{com}_{yi}^{+}
$$

$$
\text{com}_{zi} \leq \text{com}_{zi} \leq \text{com}_{zi}^{+}
$$

(10)

where $\text{com}_{ji}$ for $j = x, y, z$ represents the 3-D CoM position of the given segment, and $\text{com}_{ji}^{+}$ and $\text{com}_{ji}^{-}$ ($j = x, y, z$) define the lower and upper boundaries of the SABB, respectively. With respect to the problem variables, these constraints are rewritten as

$$
0 \leq p_{x_i} - m_i \text{com}_{x_i}, \quad p_{x_i} - m_i \text{com}_{x_i}^{+} \leq 0
$$

$$
0 \leq p_{y_i} - m_i \text{com}_{y_i}, \quad p_{y_i} - m_i \text{com}_{y_i}^{+} \leq 0
$$

$$
0 \leq p_{z_i} - m_i \text{com}_{z_i}, \quad p_{z_i} - m_i \text{com}_{z_i}^{+} \leq 0.
$$

(11)

3) The inertia matrix of each body segment $i$ must be positive definite, i.e., for every nonzero vector $v$ in $\mathbb{R}^3$:

$$
v^{T} I_i v > 0.
$$

(12)

This defines an infinite set of linear constraints, which cannot be handled by the HQP solver. We approximate it as

$$
v_{j}^{T} I_i v_{j} \geq \epsilon
$$

(13)

for a set of vectors $v_{j}$ uniformly distributed over the unit sphere and $\epsilon$ a small positive constant. By taking enough vectors and choosing a not too small $\epsilon$, this is a conservative approximation of the original constraint set.
For each vector \( v_j \) and body \( i \), we get a linear inequality in the problem variables:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  v_j^2 \\
  2v_j v_{ij} \\
  2v_j^2 v_{ij} \\
  2v_{ij} v_j \\
  v_{ij}^2 
\end{bmatrix}^T \begin{bmatrix}
  x_{ixx} \\
  x_{ixy} \\
  x_{ixz} \\
  x_{iyx} \\
  x_{iyy} \\
  x_{iyz} \\
  x_{izx} \\
  x_{izy} \\
  x_{izz}
\end{bmatrix} \geq \epsilon. \tag{14}
\]

Matrix \( A_1 \) and vectors \( l_1 \) and \( u_1 \) are readily built from (8)–(14), with components of \( l_1 \) and \( u_1 \) being equal for an equality constraint and set to \( -\infty \) (respectively, \( +\infty \)) when the lower bound (respectively, upper bound) of an inequality constraint is not specified.

The second level of optimization inequality constraints is chosen to:

1) enforce symmetry between the BSIPs of the left side of the body and the BSIPs of the right side of the body \( i \), when this is the case, by applying the following constraints:

\[
(1 - \alpha) x_i \leq x_i \leq (1 + \alpha) x_i 
\]

\[
(1 - \alpha) x_{\text{ref}} \leq x_{\text{ref}} \leq (1 + \alpha) x_{\text{ref}} \tag{15}
\]

where \( x \) is a vector of body segment masses and diagonal elements of inertia matrix, and \( \alpha \) is a constant chosen so that \( 0 < \alpha < 1 \).

2) For the mass of each segment \( i \), we imposed the following:

\[
(1 - \beta) m_i^{\text{ref}} \leq m_i \leq (1 + \beta) m_i^{\text{ref}} \tag{16}
\]

where \( m_i^{\text{ref}} \) is the value of mass of the segment \( i \) taken form \( \Phi^{\text{ref}} \), and \( 0 < \beta < 1 \).

Matrix \( A_2 \), \( l_2 \), and \( u_2 \) are easily built from (15) and (16).

The constraints of the second level are applied only in the case of healthy subjects. Otherwise, such as in stroke survival cases, those inequality constraints should be modified to include left- and right-side mass asymmetry if needed.

### B. Numerical Values

In this study, we chose 10 242 vectors \( v_f \) corresponding to subdividing iteratively five times the faces of a regular icosahedron.\(^1\) Constants \( \epsilon \) and \( \alpha \) have values 0.01 and 0.1, respectively. The choice of constant \( \beta \) is discussed in Sections VII and VIII.

### IV. HUMANOID CASE STUDY: IDENTIFYING HRP-2 INERTIA PARAMETERS

We use our HRP-2 robot, which is presented in Fig. 1, for the case study. The robot is 1.54 m high, with the CAD mass of 58 kg. It is composed of 31 segment links and has 30 degrees of freedom (DoFs), not counting the free flyer: six at each leg, seven at each arm, two at the waist, and two at the neck. The robot is equipped with sensors measuring the joint angles, contact reaction forces under the feet, accelerometer, and gyroscope in the trunk segment [46].

\(^1\)This is a classical way to obtain evenly distributed points on a sphere.

Since its acquisition, several hardware changes were progressively made on the HRP-2 (some parts were added or replaced: embedded PC located in trunk segments, camera sensors located in the head segment, feet soles located in feet, as well as force sensors located in the hand segments were changed, and one DoF in each wrist was added). These modifications resulted in an increase of the total mass of the robot by 5 kg, which involved de facto changes of its segment inertial properties. Consequently, BSIP information obtained by CAD software could have an estimation error up to 50%.

We conducted experiments with the HRP-2 humanoid robot in order to build a database of humanoid joint angles trajectories and GRFs to feed the BSIP identification process. The accuracy of the identified BSIPs depends on the richness of the motion. Such motions are often called exciting trajectories, and they are defined as whole-body movements that provide sufficient kinematic information for accurate segment mass parameter estimation [11]. In this case study, the method for generating exciting trajectories of a robot is inspired by the method designed for choosing the motion with optimal excitation properties for identification of human inertia parameters [16]. The method generates random joint trajectories for each DoF of the humanoid robot, taking into account dynamic stability of the humanoid robotic structure and ensuring self-collision free motions. Using generated joint trajectories, it creates the regressor matrix and decomposes it into elementary subregressors. It further computes condition numbers for each of these sub-regressors that represent the precision of the identified mass parameters [16]. Finally, for each DoF of the humanoid robot, it chooses joint trajectories with the lower value of the condition number [17]. The exciting trajectories were executed by our HRP-2 robot. The base link is chosen to be at the trunk segment, which contains both the accelerometer and gyroscope sensors. Examples of the performed motions are shown in Fig. 2. Outputs of sensors of HRP-2 robot were recorded with 200-Hz sampling frequency.
V. HUMAN CASE STUDY

The biomechanical model of a human body shown in Fig. 3 is used in this case study. The model consists of 15 segments, ten spherical joints and four revolute joints, i.e., 34 DoF. Segment frames are defined at the joint centers of rotation. We assume that spherical and revolute joints could describe the behavior of the whole-body motion quite well.

One healthy adult (male, 70 kg, 1.82 m) volunteered in the study. The experimental procedure is in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration of 2000. The choice of the identification motion of the human subject is based on literature review [16]. Starting from the initial position shown in Fig. 3, the participant performed a motion that excites the whole-body dynamics, as defined in [16]. Examples of the performed motions are shown in Fig. 4. In order to test the ability of the algorithm in detecting segment mass changes, the participant was asked to perform three validation trials executing the same motion and wearing a weighted belt located at the lower trunk level in the first validation trial, at the right hand in the second validation trial, and at the left foot during the third validation trial. The mass of the belt was 2 kg.

Kinematic variables were measured using a stereophotogrammetric system (motion analysis) with 10-Mx cameras. The sampling frequency of cameras was 200 Hz. In order to accurately estimate small postural modifications, 35 reflective markers were located over the left and right head temple; over the parietal bone; over the seventh cervical vertebrae; over the tenth thoracic vertebrae; in the middle of the right scapula; over the Suprasternal notch; over the Xiphoid process, on the mid-way between the posterior superior iliac spines; on both legs: on the heels, the first and the fifth metatarsal heads, the lateral malleoluses, on the lateral condyles, over the great trochanters, the anterior superior iliac spines; and on both arms: on the acromio-clavicular joints, on the lateral and medial epicondyles, on the wrist bars at the thumb and pinkie sides, and at the heads of the second metacarpal. The positions of reflective markers are presented in Fig. 3. GRF was simultaneously measured using two force plates (Kistler) with a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz.

VI. DATA ANALYSIS

The outputs of the HRP-2 sensors are filtered using a third-order low-pass Butterworth filter with the cutoff frequency of 20 Hz. The joint angles, associated with the dynamical model of a human defined in the previous section, are estimated from the marker positions using Cortex Motion Analysis software. The 3-D marker positions were filtered using a third-order low-pass Butterworth filter implemented in Cortex Motion Analysis software [47] with the cutoff frequency of 6 Hz in accordance with investigations done in [48] and [49]. The estimation of BSIPs of humanoid and human models is done using in-house software that executes the algorithm described in Section III.

In both BSIP identification cases, the root-mean-square error (RMSE) and Pearson’s correlation coefficient (CC) are computed between the GRFs and respective ground reaction force moments (GRFMs) reconstructed from motion data and identified BSIPs and those obtained from the force plate measurements. The results are compared with the RMSE and Pearson’s CC values computed between GRFs and GRFMs estimated from the force plate data and those computed using motion data and BSIPs given by CAD software in the case of humanoid BSIPs identification, and found in Dumas anthropometric database in the case of human BSIP identification [39], [40].
TABLE I
RMSE AND PEARSON’S CC VALUES BETWEEN THE GRF AND GRFM MEASURED USING FORCE SENSORS AND THOSE RECONSTRUCTED USING IDENTIFIED AND CAD DATA FOR HRP-2 HUMANOID ROBOT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Identified BSIPs</th>
<th>CAD BSIPs</th>
<th>Identified BSIPs</th>
<th>CAD BSIPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z-direction RMSE</td>
<td>37.20 [N]</td>
<td>52.50 [N]</td>
<td>1.70 [N m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pearson’s CC</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y-direction RMSE</td>
<td>13.40 [N]</td>
<td>17.90 [N]</td>
<td>5.00 [N m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pearson’s CC</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X-direction RMSE</td>
<td>14.60 [N]</td>
<td>15.80 [N]</td>
<td>7.00 [N m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pearson’s CC</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. GRFs in vertical and horizontal directions reconstructed using identified BSIPs (blue dotted line) and CAD BSIPs (red dashed line), obtained using force sensors measurements (black solid line).

VII. RESULTS OF HRP-2 HUMANOID ROBOT BODY SEGMENT INERTIAL PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION

Since no ground-truth values of BSIPs can be known in practice, we assessed our method by comparing GRFs and moments, which are reconstructed using identified BSIPs, with force measurements counterparts. The results are given in Table I. Figs. 5 and 6 show reconstructed GRFs and moments reconstructed from identified inertia parameters and from CAD data with respect to measured ones. Our method provides accurate reconstruction of GRFs and moments relatively to those reconstructed using CAD data. The mass of each segment link obtained using our method and the ones given by CAD software is presented in Fig. 7 and Table II. The difference between the identified and CAD mass values of unmodified segment 5 and unmodified segment 11 is probably because of poor excitation of those segments that we could not improve due to stability reasons.

The choice of the value of the second-level optimization constant was based on the knowledge of the replaced components in the modified robot segments. For modified robot segments, 

3Identified segments mass values are expressed in percentage of CAD segment mass values due to confidentiality issues.

Fig. 6. GRFMs in vertical and horizontal directions reconstructed using identified BSIPs (blue dotted line) and CAD BSIPs (red dashed line), obtained using force sensors measurements (black solid line).

Fig. 7. Identified body segment masses (white) and body segment masses extracted from CAD data (black). Identified BSIPs are expressed as percentage of CAD BSIPs above corresponding bars. For segment link location information, see Fig. 1.

\( \beta \) is 0.35, and 0.05 for segments whose inertia parameters are expected to be close to CAD data.

VIII. RESULTS OF HUMAN BODY SEGMENT INERTIAL PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION

Table III presents the comparison between GRFs and moments reconstructed using identified BSIPs and BSIPs found in the Dumas database with those obtained using the force plate measurements. GRFs and GRFMs reconstructed using our method (blue dotted line), Dumas database (red dashed line), and those obtained using the force plates measurement (black line) are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. We can see that our method is able to reconstruct GRFs and GRFMs more accurately compared with the method based on the use of anthropometric databases.

The subject’s body segment masses obtained using described method and the ones calculated using scaling equations found in the Dumas database are presented in Fig. 10. In order to test the ability of the proposed method to detect body segment mass changes, the participant was asked to perform three validation trials wearing a 2-kg weighted belt. The identified segment

Identified segments mass values are expressed in percentage of CAD segment mass values due to confidentiality issues.
TABLE II
IDENTIFIED BODY SEGMENT MASSES [% OF CAD SEGMENT MASSES]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Torso and Head</th>
<th>Right Leg</th>
<th>Left Leg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Segment 1: 111.03</td>
<td>Segment 2: 135.00</td>
<td>Segment 3: 135.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment 16: 135.00</td>
<td>Segment 17: 135.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Leg</td>
<td>Left Leg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment 7: 95.00</td>
<td>Segment 8: 95.00</td>
<td>Segment 9: 84.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment 10: 102.94</td>
<td>Segment 11: 151.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Leg</td>
<td>Right Arm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment 15: 84.99</td>
<td>Segment 18: 95.00</td>
<td>Segment 19: 95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment 20: 95.00</td>
<td>Segment 21: 104.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Arm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment 25: 95.00</td>
<td>Segment 26: 95.00</td>
<td>Segment 27: 95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment 28: 104.99</td>
<td>Segment 29: 135.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For segment link location information, see Fig. 1.

TABLE III
RMSE AND PEARSON’S CC VALUES BETWEEN THE GRFS AND RESPECTIVE GRFM S ESTIMATED FROM THE FORCE PLATE MEASUREMENTS AND THOSE RECONSTRUCTED USING IDENTIFIED BSIP S AND BSIP S FOUND IN THE DUMAS DATABASE FOR A HUMAN SUBJECT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRF</th>
<th>GRFM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identified BSIPs Dumas BSIPs</td>
<td>Identified BSIPs Dumas BSIPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-direction RMSE</td>
<td>8.65 [N]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson’s CC</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-direction RMSE</td>
<td>0.18 [N]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson’s CC</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-direction RMSE</td>
<td>2.95 [N]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson’s CC</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. GRFs in vertical and horizontal directions reconstructed using identified BSIPs (blue dotted line) and BSIPs from the Dumas database (red dashed line), obtained using force plates measurements (black solid line).

masses for all trials, together with segment masses calculated using scaling equations form database of Dumas et al., are given in Table IV and presented in Figs. 11–13. The belt weight estimations during all validation trials are given in the last row of Table IV. The commonly used methods for estimation of human BSIPs based on anthropometric databases suppose symmetry of the left and right sides of the human body. Depending on the targeted group of the subject, such as professional tennis players [50] or stroke survivals [51], that might not be the case. As we can see from presented results, our method exhibits good performances in estimation of the additional segment masses, contrary to the database of Dumas et al.

For validation trials, the second-level optimization inequality constraints are modified. As the mass of the weighted belt exceeds 10% of the mass of the body segment where the belt
TABLE IV
IDENTIFIED BODY SEGMENT MASSES AND BODY SEGMENT MASSES FOUND IN THE DUMAS DATABASE FOR ALL PERFORMED TRIALS [KG]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body Segment</th>
<th>No extra weight</th>
<th>2 kg on the lower trunk level</th>
<th>2 kg on the right hand level</th>
<th>2 kg on the left foot level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dumas Identified</td>
<td>Dumas Identified</td>
<td>Dumas Identified</td>
<td>Dumas Identified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelvis</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>9.70</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torso</td>
<td>22.60</td>
<td>17.20</td>
<td>23.20</td>
<td>17.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Thigh</td>
<td>9.90</td>
<td>11.30</td>
<td>10.20</td>
<td>11.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Thigh</td>
<td>9.90</td>
<td>12.40</td>
<td>10.20</td>
<td>12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Shank</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Shank</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Foot</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Foot</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Arm</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Arm</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Forearm</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Forearm</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Hand</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Hand</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt weight estimation</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11. Segment mass increase (gray) of identified body segment masses (white) and body segment masses from the Dumas database (black) for the validation trial subject performed wearing the weighted belt located on the lower trunk level. Right and left sides of the human body are abbreviated with R and L, respectively.

Fig. 12. Segment mass increase (gray) of identified body segment masses (white) and body segment masses from the Dumas database (black) for the validation trial subject performed wearing the weighted belt located on the right-hand level. Right and left sides of the human body are abbreviated with R and L, respectively.

Fig. 13. Segment mass increase (gray) of identified body segment masses (white) and body segment masses from the Dumas database (black) for the validation trial subject performed wearing the weighted belt located on the left-foot level. Right and left sides of the human body are abbreviated with R and L, respectively.

was located, the inequality constraint forcing the symmetry of the BSIPs of the left and the right sides of the human body is removed. Values of $m^{ref}$ parameters in (16) were modified for the pelvis, right hand, and left foot body segments by adding the mass of the weighted belt. The value of constant $\beta$ is 0.35.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this study, we have formulated the humanoid/human inertial parameter identification as an HQP optimization problem whose inputs are the kinematic and GRF and GRFM measurements.

In the humanoid BSIP case study, we compared results obtained using our method with the results obtained using available robot’s segment inertia parameters, i.e., CAD software data. Our method is able to reconstruct the GRFs and moments more accurately relatively to using CAD data. In addition, we estimate correctly masses of the modified segment links of the HRP-2 robot that we believe are closer to the reality.
In the human BSIP identification case study, we compared results obtained from our method with those obtained using the anthropometric database, which is the most common method for human BSIP identification. The anthropometric database published in [39] and [40] is chosen because it provides 3-D location of the segment CoM positions. In addition, the scaling equations are computed from anthropometric data of the living subjects. Comparing with the other studies of similar characteristics [41], [42], the Dumas anthropometric database provides the scaling equations for BSIPs expressed in the segment coordinate systems. Contrary to the latter approach, our method exhibits better performances in the estimation of the atypical antisymmetric segment weights and is able to reconstruct the GRFs and moments more accurately.

As stated earlier, we found that methods based on the least-squares approach [see (5)] [3], [21] often might lead to physically inconsistent values. The typical example of those solutions would be negative values of some segment masses. Applying the additional constraints [see (7)] to the optimization function, we ensure physical coherency of the results.

We approximate the positive definiteness of the inertia matrix [see (12)–(14)]; however, there is no coupling among the mass of a body segment, its CoM position, and its inertia tensors. Future studies will address this problem by defining the relationship among inertia tensors, geometry, and mass distribution of the body segments, as done in [52].
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